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“THE REAL VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY CONSISTS NOT IN SEEKING
NEW LANDSCAPES BUT IN HAVING NEW EYES.”
- Marcel Proust

“WHEN YOU CHANGE THE WAY YOU LOOK AT THINGS, THE
THINGS YOU LOOK AT CHANGE.”
- Max Planck

“SOME OF THE WORST THINGS IN MY LIFE NEVER HAPPENED.”
- Mark Twain

ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY...

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
I can say with confidence that changing the way I see things has saved my life, and further, created it anew. It
has certainly changed my relationship with the past and the future, but most importantly, it has expanded my
presence in the now. At any given moment, by creatively stretching the canvas or shifting vantage points or
switching lenses or changing mediums, or by exploring all possible stories that can fill the canvas, two things
occur. First, I invent possibility – for unlimited stories. Second, I engage choice – I become free to choose the
empowering, generative, purposeful story from the many possibilities. I become creative.
So, this issue on Changing the Way You See Things is really dear to my heart. (It’s doubly special because
we’re also going to run a workshop in Seattle on this theme in the upcoming festival Aaina – do look for more
on that in our messaging.)
Our feature presentation demonstrates not only a new way of seeing things, but also a new way of communicating it! “Breaking the Gate,” is an uncommon dialogue between artists and collaborators Slim and Yong Joo,
through which we become privy to their realtime, interactive and collaborative effort to change the way they
see little things in their lives, relationship and work. In “Through Rose-colored Glasses,” Natasha Ansari shares
the gift of perspective through the amazing work of children, in Design For Change Pakistan. In “That’s About
the Size,” Neva Miller tells us how her art (and view of life) transformed when she changed her medium and
so, ceased to “know the rules.” Through her poem of linked haikus, “Night Angel,” Lisa Roma reminds us to
soar into perspective so dreams may be born. Through his film Dharavi Diary, Nawneet Ranjan, tells of a film
that can help us dissolve the abstraction of “the largest slum of Asia” when seen through the lenses of three
slum dwellers. And, to that end, both our young contributor Avantika Yadwad and artist Ekta Gupta remind us
that a simple smile has the power to change everything.
Keep stretching the canvas, shifting the angle, changing the medium, and choosing your story!
Shahana.

“...BY CREATIVELY STRETCHING THE CANVAS OR SHIFTING VANTAGE POINTS OR SWITCHING LENSES OR CHANGING MEDIUMS, OR
BY EXPLORING ALL POSSIBLE STORIES THAT CAN FILL THE CANVAS, TWO THINGS OCCUR. FIRST, I INVENT POSSIBILITY...SECOND,
I ENGAGE CHOICE...I BECOME CREATIVE.”

“I BEGAN TO SEE AS AN ARTIST ... COLOR, SHADOWS, AND LIGHT ...
I EXPERIENCED AN INTERACTIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH MY SUBJECT
MATTER. I COULD NOT GO ANYWHERE WITHOUT NOTICING HOW DIFFERENTLY I WAS SEEING THINGS.”

THAT’S ABOUT THE SIZE
NEVA MILLER

All her life, Neva has been fascinated by color and the play of light and shadow. For several years, she lived
with her family in western Colorado. The red rock canyons and the high desert with their constantly changing light and unbelievably rich colors became inspiration for her paintings. Now, living in the lush Northwest,
she is enjoying a different quality of light and a new palette of color to play with. Her passion for painting,
and a desire to succeed as an artist, has continued to grow. Neva has shown her work at venues and galleries in Colorado and Washington.
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THAT’S ABOUT THE SIZE
When my son was young, we used to watch the popular television show, Sesame Street. My favorite song
from the show was called “That’s About the Size.”
The lyrics of this song speak of how it is our perspective that makes the difference in how we see things and
many times, that reminds me, personally, that my own perspective on a situation can completely change not
only how I feel but even the way in which I solve problems.
Several years ago, my husband asked me what I wanted for Christmas. I jumped at the chance to take painting lessons from my favorite local artist. I hadn’t painted in over twenty-five years, and then it was mostly
during high school art class.
My painting style in high school was “realism.” I didn’t like my paintings unless they looked just like my subject. My style was tight and predictable and wasn’t satisfying to me. I painted in oils, which allowed me many
“do overs” to get a painting looking the way it “should.”
This time around, I wanted to use a medium I had no experience with, so I chose pastels. I was not familiar
with the “rules” for painting with pastels. And, I felt I had much less control over a stick of pastel than I had
over a paint brush.
That unfamiliarity and lack of control opened up my mind and freed up my style. What I found was that
because I didn’t know the rules, I wasn’t bound by what was right and what was wrong. I could loosen up and
invent my own style. Work became play!
Being smack dab in the middle of the unfamiliar was a therapy of sorts, helping me find a place to be lost in
creativity, delving deeper inside to bring out something that was uniquely “me.”

“THAT UNFAMILIARITY AND LACK OF CONTROL OPENED UP MY
MIND AND FREED UP MY STYLE ... BECAUSE I DIDN’T KNOW THE
RULES ... I COULD LOOSEN UP AND INVENT MY OWN STYLE. WORK
BECAME PLAY!”

THAT’S ABOUT THE SIZE
With age, I had also discovered a new kind of courage. I had much less self-judgment around what it meant
to create “good” art, and, it wasn’t the end of the world whether observers thought my work was good or not. I
began to get more satisfaction with the process and being in the moment than with the result. I “pushed” my
colors so they were much more vibrant than in “real life.” People seemed to enjoy the freshness of my paintings
and I began to sell my work in local galleries and art shows.
A surprising side benefit I received was that the way I saw my surroundings was completely transformed. At
the time, we lived in western Colorado where we had many days of sunshine and the beauty of the high desert
surrounded us. Along with the abundance of color inherent in the landscape, I saw even brighter, bolder colors
in my mind’s eye. I began to see as an artist, not just a casual observer. Color, shadows, and light became my
focus. I experienced an interactive relationship with my subject matter. I could not go anywhere without noticing
how differently I was seeing things.
I paint the way I cook. I take a look at the recipe, substitute ingredients I have on hand, then I throw the instructions away. With painting too, I do not strive to duplicate the actual landscape I see, but rather I take the “idea”
of that landscape into my mind, mix it with a little color and add a dash of boldness to create a unique place on
my canvas.
It’s not that I don’t get “painter’s block” or never find myself slipping back into negatively judging my work. There
are times when my style begins to look a little cramped and my colors become a little too realistic. And that’s
when I know I have to step away for a while to gain back my perspective.
Like the song says…
Oh everything comes in its own special size
I guess it can be measured by
Where you put your eyes
It looks big when you’re close
And it looks smaller back a bit
That’s about the size of it.
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Oh the big becomes the little
When you see it back a bit
The huge becomes the dinky
Which is just the opposite
Of the larger that gets smaller
It never seems to fit
That’s about the size of it.

That’s about the size
It’s where you put your eyes
That’s about the size of it.

WHAT’S YOUR STORY?
A special CREATIVITY WORKSHOP by Flying Chickadee at AAINA, Tasveer’s South Asian
Women’s Focus Festival at the Seattle Asian Art Museum on April 21, 11am-2pm, $60.
Participation is open to all (unrestricted by the festival’s focus on South Asian women). For more details and registration, see http://aaina.tasveer.org/c5/index.php/
schedule/, or visit www.flyingchickadee.com

“...PROJECT YOUR VOICE AND
CRUSH THE INVISIBLE CHAINS
THAT ARE, WHILE YOU SEE...”

NIGHT ANGEL
LISA ROMA

Lisa is a multi-creative woman: writer, editor, artist, vocalist, songpoet, musician, mother and interfaith minister. She is the founder-director of Creative Women’s Network (CWN), and The Half Moon
Theatre Company (of Brooklyn, NY), and Electrik Goddess Orquestra (EGO). She is currently working on a musical theatre project and some manuscripts, and is helping organize a two-day Earth
Day Festival with music, dance, and speakers from the international Native Elders community. Lisa
is available for services, writing workshops and book publishing projects. See her website at www.
creativewomensnetwork.com, and feel free to email her at CreativWomenNtwk@aol.com.
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NIGHT ANGEL
night angel, sleepy
songstress who croons her
melodies on wheels
careens through dark streets
at night, blurting flashes of
sunlight to gnarled trees
those old companions
whose extended arms
elevate healing with green
project your voice and
crush the invisible chains
that are, while you see

the unknown road, vague
yet familiar, exhale the
scents of ancient dust
fear and deep passion
strike at the heart, while you soar
to new heights, giving
slow reckoning and
wandering spirit a place
to start, recalling dreams
serpentine flames guide
our belonging to air,
union to each other

“...HABITS
“...HABITS AND
AND OTHER
OTHER THINGS
THINGS THAT
THAT MAKE
MAKE THINGS
THINGS “COMMON”
“COMMON” ARE
ARE
ACTUALLY
THE MORE WE FEEL CERTAIN
ACTUALLY WAYS
WAYS OF
OF DEALING
DEALING WITH
WITH FEAR...
FEAR...THE
ABOUT
ABOUT WHAT
WHAT WE
WE DO,
DO, AND
AND NOT
NOT HAVE
HAVE TO
TO THINK
THINK ABOUT
ABOUT IT
IT OR
OR SECONDSECONDGUESS
GUESS OURSELVES,
OURSELVES, THE
THE MORE
MORE CONFIDENT
CONFIDENT WE
WE FEEL...WHICH
FEEL...WHICH MAKES
MAKES IT
IT
JUST
JUST THAT
THAT MUCH
MUCH MORE
MORE DIFFICULT
DIFFICULT TO
TO BREAK
BREAK THIS
THIS HABIT.”
HABIT.”

BREAKING THE GATE: A DIALOGUE
SEUNG CHAN LIM (SLIM) & YONG JOO KIM

Seung Chan Lim, better known as Slim, is a scientist, designer, and artist interested in exploring how
making works as a creative process, what it means to make something, and why it matters to our lives.
His work can be found at http://realizingempathy.com/
Yong Joo Kim is a Niche awards winning artist who explores the concept of inner-beauty by introducing
unconventional use of familiar artifacts into a world full of conventions. Her workcan be found at http://
yongjookim.com/ and http://getsublime.com/
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BREAKING THE GATE
SLIM:
–When I heard that the topic was “Changing the way
you see things”, I thought you’d be the perfect person
to have a conversation with, because your work has so
much to do with that.

–What do you think it means for something to be
“common”?

–So is it the fact that there are many Starbucks around
you? As in the quantity and the frequency with which
we see them makes them “common”?
–Yes, let’s.
–Do you mean what it means for something to be
“uncommon”?
–Well, let’s think of something that is “uncommon.”
–You mean for “common”?
–No need to be sorry. You have done no harm. Actually,
this is very interesting.
–Saying you’re sorry to someone when that really
means something. As in when the act of saying you’re
sorry can have a profound impact on another person.
–That’s quite “uncommon.” Don’t you think?
–Why do you think that is?
–Well, we do say “sorry” often. You just did. In fact, if
I counted how many times I hear “sorry” on any given
day, I think I may be quite shocked at the frequency.
Yet, when that word actually could have a deep impact,
the frequency and quantity of use is quite the inverse.

YONG JOO:

—Yes, in my current work I use everyday materials like
Velcro, straws, beans…They are very common materials that we can see in our everyday life.
—When you go to Starbucks, you can see straws,
right? That’s common... you can easily see in your
everyday life.

—Quantity and frequency. That’s a good question.
Let’s think about it.
—How about “uncommon”?
—Yes.
—That way we could have a better understanding for
“uncommon.”
—Yes; sorry.
—What is?

—Haha, that’s right.
—Because we don’t say “sorry” often.

—Inverse?

BREAKING THE GATE
SLIM:
–Yes, meaning that although the word is said many
times, most of the times those words don’t actually
have any impact on the person hearing or saying the
word.
–For example, I say “sorry” when I bump into you, a
student says “sorry” when the teacher corrects them.
It’s not intentional or it is not out of a conscious effort
to express a feeling or a meaning. It is done without
much care, thought, or consideration.
–There’s nothing at stake for you.
–Yes, let’s bring it back to “common.” Perhaps “common” also has something to do with habitual, automatic, or something that is done without much care,
thought, or consideration.
–Maybe it only becomes “uncommon” when you give it
care, thought, and consideration.
–That’s quite interesting. So what do you think it
means to give something care, thought, and consideration?
–Closely? Do you mean physically in proximity?
–How does that relate to caring?

–And that changes if you get physically close?
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YONG JOO:

—Can you explain more?

—Yes... It just comes out of your mouth.
—So that’s close to “common”?

—Yes, I think so.
—Yes.

—Hmmm interesting question. I think first of all, I really need to look at something closely.
—Yes.
—For example, let’s look at straws. People use straws
when they drink soda or something. Without any care,
they just use them and throw them away. In this case,
if you ask them, what the color of the straw they used
was, most people don’t even remember.
—At least you will remember the color or the shape the physicality of straws. I think that’s the starting point
of caring. Instead of straws, let’s take another example
like the relationship between man and woman. How do
you know when your girlfriend is mad or angry?

BREAKING THE GATE
SLIM:
–Ah... you mean you pay attention to the physical
signals coming right from her body language and facial
expression?

–So it’s the fact that you get sufficiently close so that
you can pay attention to the details, the signals that
may be small in size, but deep in meaning.
–That’s quite beautiful!

–Right. Now then here’s something to think about.
What do you think prevents us from seeing those
things?
–Ah... habit. So your habit prevents you from caring?

–So when you say habit, you also mean the typical associations we make, as in spoons are supposed to go
into the first drawer. Why? I don’t know, but for some
reason that seems to be the case in many places, so
we don’t question it. It becomes an unconscious decision.
–So then what makes us make these typical associations? Why don’t we question them?
–Why do you say that?

–That is an interesting question... so do you think
there’s a time when we stop questioning things?

YONG JOO:

—Yes. You have to see her face first... like her eyes
and her facial expression of course. I think this is very
first step to caring.

—Right.
—Without eye contact, or catching how her voice
changes, how would you know when your girlfriend is
angry or mad?

—Habit?
—Yes I think so. That was the first thing that came
to my mind. You always put straws inside a container.
Your spoon is always on the first drawer on the cabinet.

—Yes. That’s right - typical association.
—I think we must think about the time when a child
stops questioning.
—When children are young like four years old, they
question everything. They are curious about everything.
But adults. When do we stop questioning?
—I think so. I think there is a time we get really comfortable, to just live without questions.

BREAKING THE GATE
SLIM:
–“Comfortable.” That’s an interesting word. So as we
grow up, we become comfortable?
–Bubble? Bubble of safety?

–What are some examples?
–Ah, yes... So what do you mean “break the gate”?

–So you mean you open the gate and walk out?
–Is there a reason you said “break”?
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–So when you break the gate, you’re signaling the fact
that you don’t fear the outside anymore?
–So there’s fear involved in this as well then.
–So let’s bring this back to children stopping to question and adults becoming comfortable. Does this imply
that habits and other things that make things “common” are actually ways of dealing with fear? As in our
desire to want to make things seem certain? Such that
we don’t have to think about it anymore.
–That’s quite interesting. So it’s not that habit or that
we see things as being “common” is somehow “bad,”
it’s almost a necessary part of keeping ourselves feeling confident about the world. The more we feel certain
about what we do, and not have to think about it or
second-guess ourselves, the more confident we feel.

YONG JOO:
—Hmm, yes. Unless you break the gate... the bubble.
—Yes, that’s right. Like the house that you live in.
There is a gate, and you know where it is. And you
know when you open the gate or door, you will see a
street. If you open the gate, there are many unexpected
events that could happen, and you might get into
trouble. Or fall in danger.
—Like a car accident or getting mugged.
—So, if you pass the gate, you will feel uncomfortable.
But, inside of the gate, you feel comfortable. Don’t you
think?
—Yes.
—I feel that breaking has more intention than merely
opening. There’s an aggressive will to break the rules
or your habit. At some point, you have to be aggressive
to break the gate
—Yes, that’s true.
—Yes.

—Right.

—Yes, this is very interesting.

BREAKING THE GATE
SLIM:
–Which makes it just that much more difficult to break
this habit. Why would anyone want to let go of the feeling of certainty and confidence?
–I think they vary rarely do it out of choice.
–It’s romantic to say that people were courageous
enough to do something, but in reality when they do
something that seems outrageously courageous, it’s
because they have no other choice. For example, when
I left my career of ten years to go to art school, it didn’t
feel as if I was doing anything courageous. It felt like
it’s something I had to do. I didn’t see any other choice.
I felt stuck and confused, asking endless questions
surrounding why I am doing what I am doing. Then
when I was suggested to go to art school, it was actually quite exciting, because it felt like it was the right
thing to do. But when someone from the outside sees
it, it looks as if it’s something done out of courage.
–Right, there are certainly things you proactively do
despite fear, which one could categorize as acts of
courage, but then there are things you do because it
just feels right, or you have no other choice, or at least
you feel as if there’s no other choice. Have you seen
that movie 127 hours?
–It’s the story of a man whose arm got stuck in between a large rock, and he couldn’t get himself loose.
–He was literally stuck.
–Right.

YONG JOO:

—When do people let go of the feeling of certainty and
confidence?
—Can you give me an example?

—There is an interesting point that choice is related to
something you have to do.

—No, but I’ve heard about it.

—So there was no other choice to survive.. so he cut
his arm?
—That’s the only way to do something?

BREAKING THE GATE
SLIM:
–No, but maybe the most daunting of all tasks are
done this way. What’s interesting is that the guy was
interviewed about this and he said the same thing I did.
–He said he was very excited when he realized that
what he had to do was cut his arm. That wasn’t obvious to him until the last moment. He was happy that
he found a solution. Of course, it was painful beyond
imagination.
–But courage almost seems so meaningless against a
task such as that one.
–It seems so. It takes great conscious care, thought,
and consideration in order to see the “uncommon”. Because “common” and “uncommon” aren’t “things”, but
rather a product of how much you care. And to consciously care about something, you have to temporarily
go off the auto-pilot mode, and do something out of the
ordinary, which requires that you let go of certainty.
–Right, let’s talk about these ideas a bit more concretely. There’s a common theme in both of our work.
In your work you use a “common” material, namely
Velcro. To make not just any art, but art in the context
of adornment, as in art work that one can wear. Very
few people would think of Velcro as something to wear.
–Then in my work, I talk about empathy in relation to
computers, which would seem like an odd coupling for
many.
–You mean in hindsight it is obvious?
–Why do you think so?
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YONG JOO:

—What was that?

—Yes, I can’t imagine how painful it was.
—So courage has something to do with “uncommon.”

—Yes, in order to see the “uncommon,”you must have
courage to break the gate...

—I suppose.

—Yes. But when we think about it, it is so true and
simple.
—Yes, right. Especially in your work.
—Empathy is an obvious and important concept when
people act, sing, or do something with audiences. But
not when interacting with the computer.

BREAKING THE GATE
SLIM:
–Why do you think people don’t think of empathy in
relationship to computers?
–Ah, we’re back to that word “common.”

–Tell me more about how it is obvious to think of empathizing with materials like metal.

–Ah... that’s interesting. So the amount of time you
spend is also important. Or perhaps quality time as
opposed to quantity time.
–Physicality? Is this like what you said about body
language and facial expression of a person?
–So over time, you start to understand the physicality of a material, just like you do with people’s body
languages and facial expressions?

–Ah... So “right” as in sustaining the life span of the
saw blade?
–Ah, so in that case you’re trying to get a specific
intention across, as in a straight line.

YONG JOO:
—I think it is hard to make a relationship between
things and humans... It is not common.
—As a maker, it is so obvious to think about empathizing with materials like wood, metal, but as a nonmaker without any experiences, I think it could be very
hard.
—Maybe it wasn’t obvious in the beginning, but when
you work with your materials over 3-4 years, you gain
a deeper understanding about them.

—Yes, also there is physicality to paying attention to
when interacting with materials.
—Yes.

—Yes. But with computers, it’s impossible to recognize
their body languages and facial expressions. I think raw
materials have both these things. Like silver, it makes a
different sound depending on how it is sawed. There is
a right way to saw silver or copper. Otherwise, you will
break your saw blade.
—Yes, or the fact that your saw mark will not be
straight.
—Yes, so the surface between the saw blade and the
metal has to have a certain angle.

BREAKING THE GATE
SLIM:
–Ah ha, otherwise you get a slanted line!

–Yes, so it takes a huge amount of imagination to
empathize with the computer, based on very little feedback from the computer.

–Right, so for most people it’s pretty much impossible
to empathize with the computer.

–Right.
–I think this very conversation made me change the
way I see, or think about what it means to change the
way I see things. It’s almost as if it has less to do with
changing the way we see things and more to do with
caring. If you care enough, it will naturally change the
way you see things.
–Simple, yet so difficult to do.
–Thank you Yong Joo, It’s been wonderful chatting with
you.
–I’ve learned a lot.
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YONG JOO:
—Yep. But the computer, I don’t think there is any
physical expression on the computer, so it is hard to
empathize with it.

—Yes, and if you don’t know about the inside of the
computer hardware, we just have a screen and keyboard, and we are just typing and staring at the screen.
That’s all the feedback we will get.
—Yes, I think so. I am one of those people. So if computers were designed differently, we could empathize
with them, but it isn’t obvious when we look at them
now. You’re trying to imbue empathy into the computer.
That is so “uncommon.” And this brings us back to the
topic of “Changing the way you see things.”
—So to change the way we see things, what should
we do? We talked about “uncommon” and “common.”

—That’s so simple. Just care enough, you will see
something.
— Right...
—Thank you Slim.
—Me too. It was wonderful!

“LIFE IS A MIRROR; SMILE AND IT WILL SMILE BACK AT YOU...”

SMILING BUDDHA
EKTA GUPTA

Ekta had never picked up a pencil to draw until a couple of years ago when a colleague showed Ekta her
portfolio and introduced her to her art instructor. He told Ekta to just have fun with the colors and taught
her to look at objects in a totally new light. She began seeing shadows and light everywhere - in every
fold of a dress, in every face crinkled in a smile! Ekta loves working with colored pencils - the way the
colors blend together creating harmony in the painting takes her breath away each time!
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SMILING BUDDHA

Smiling Buddha
8x10 Prismacolor pencils on Illustration Board 2012
Life is a mirror; smile and it will smile back at you may be a tired cliché, but this painting
reminds the viewer that when you look at a situation with a positive mind set it makes all the
difference in the world. Your attitude not only affects your own behavior but it changes the reaction of the people around you too. So keep smiling!

“’YOU
“’YOU WILL
WILL NEVER
NEVER BE
BE ABLE
ABLE TO
TO CHANGE
CHANGE ANYTHING’...
ANYTHING’... [BUT]
[BUT] MY
MY PERSPECPERSPECTIVE
TIVE HAS
HAS SHIFTED.
SHIFTED. II NO
NO LONGER
LONGER BELIEVE
BELIEVE THE
THE REASONS
REASONS THAT
THAT MADE
MADE ME
ME
LEAVE
LEAVE TO
TO BE
BE ABSOLUTE
ABSOLUTE TRUTHS
TRUTHS AND
AND II SEE
SEE AA PAKISTAN
PAKISTAN WITH
WITH BOUNDLESS
BOUNDLESS
AVENUES
AVENUES TO
TO CHANGE.”
CHANGE.”

THROUGH ROSE-COLORED GLASSES
NATASHA ANSARI

Natasha believes in dreaming limitlessly; she is inspired and most authentic around music and children.
What really kicks her into high gear is, “This is the real world, it does not happen like that.” With so
much noise around, she sometimes feels lost in finding the way...all it takes is a step inward, and there
it is for her.
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THROUGH ROSE-COLORED GLASSES
Pakistan, a country that has struggled to merely exist since its inception. A place that is synonymous with
violence, intolerance and instability. A hopeless, dark and scary place where the air is palpable with corruption
and exploitation and the prevailing laws are “might is right” and “money talks.” This was my general, albeit
jaded synopsis. What really made it true was, hardly anyone disagreed with me.
I was born in Pakistan and at the age of fifteen, I moved to North America, vowing never to return again.
Sixteen years later, after being fully established and settled in Vancouver, one of the most beautiful and serene
places in the world, something inside me shifted and I came back to my birthplace.
“Are you nuts?!” “WHY would you want to do that?” “What are you going to do there?” “People are dying to
have what you have, and you are just giving it up?” “You will never be able to change anything”... all statements I have heard, and continue to hear ad nauseum!
None of that mattered and continues not to because of one simple fact – my perspective has shifted. I no longer believe the reasons that made me leave to be absolute truths and I see a Pakistan with boundless avenues
to change.
My journey over the last two years has not been void of challenges. I recall many moments of feeling suffocated by the very reasons that made me run, staring me in the face, only a lot more magnified and predominant
over the years. I couldn’t help thinking at these times, that changing mindsets and systems that have existed
way longer than me is too daunting and complex a task for me to tackle. But, the underlying faith remained
that change is possible. As paradoxical as it seemed, it kept me searching.
When I seemed most lost and about to admit I was deluded, I came across a project called Design for Change
Pakistan. This movement is part of a global platform that works with schoolchildren from classes 3-8 to become leaders of change in their communities. Recognizing their inherent authenticity and boundless imagination, this initiative gives children a simple process of “feeling” out a problem, “imagining” a solution, “doing”
what they can to implement that, and then “sharing” their impact story.

“WHEN I SEEMED MOST LOST AND ABOUT TO ADMIT I WAS DELUDED, I CAME ACROSS A PROJECT CALLED DESIGN FOR CHANGE
PAKISTAN.”

THROUGH ROSE-COLORED GLASSES
My introduction to DFC was simple. A friend who had run it during the first year was just sharing one of the
impact stories with me. “You know Tasha, five hundred children rallied for their right to have a clear path to
school and got the tanker mafia to clear their illegal blockade.” I was already sold but here is what nailed it
for me – the five students who had originally chosen the issue to tackle, first tried to engage with the tanker
owners in a dialogue and didn’t succeed in getting a response. They then got five hundred school students to
join their cause and also got enough community support, not just to clear the blockade but keep it clear to this
very day, almost two years later. It was this simple persistence and refusal to accept ‘no’ as an answer to their
basic right that changed everything for me. For it was in that moment that I decided to give everything I could
to this project and never look back.
2011 was a challenging year for Pakistan. We had floods in one province and a major viral outbreak in
another, along with the general situation that kept a lot of schools closed. Once again, I found myself being
“realistic” and bracing myself for limited participation in DFC.
As the submission date came up though, I was once again humbled by the persistence of our kids. Thousands
of them from all walks of life came together to provide simple and sustainable solutions to issues spanning
child abuse, promotion of civic sense, the importance of female education, opportunities for livelihood, breaking socio-economic barriers, promoting environmentally friendly practices...and the list goes on.
Another one of my favorite stories – A recently widowed woman was struggling to sustain a family with no
stable source of income. A group of children in her community identified that as the problem they wanted
to solve. By looking around in their environment, they realized that their school needed a cafeteria and approached the school administration. By outlining the mental and emotional stress caused by financial instability and its effects on personal health and family life, the students convinced the administration to have a small
area in the school set up for the widow to run a cafeteria. Thinking beyond the immediate, they also got her
children enrolled in the school free of cost, solving two problems in one move.
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“THOUSANDS OF [CHILDREN] ... CAME TOGETHER TO PROVIDE
SIMPLE AND SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS TO... CHILD ABUSE...CIVIC
SENSE...FEMALE EDUCATION...LIVELIHOOD... SOCIO-ECONOMIC
BARRIERS, ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRACTICES...”

THROUGH ROSE-COLORED GLASSES
The solutions proposed by the children in DFC have not just been successful but also sustainable. The depth
and insight obtained while maintaining the simplicity of being child-driven is mindblasting, a la Russell Peters.
I was recently invited to speak at a dialogue where members of civil society and the parliament came together
to discuss the multi-faceted causes and detriments of child marriages. The problem statement was simple
– child marriages are still rampant and need to be stopped more actively. The solution making, not so much.
Before even attempting to conceptualize viable solutions, I heard about roadblocks in the process. “There is
lack of political structure and cooperation”. “One of the leading causes of child marriages is abject poverty and
having too many mouths to feed”. “There are local traditions and customs which have existed for centuries”.
“There are political structures in place which take time and tact to handle.” And so on.
Here is what I shared:
“In October 2011, a child of about thirteen discovered that one of his peers was being pulled out of school
for marriage, against her will. This child rallied a group of children and went to talk to the girl’s parents. Upon
arriving there, the children were told that the decision was that of a local council – an authority no one dare
challenge in our “adult” realm. Having no concept of this limitation, they simply persisted with the next logical
step: They went to the local council to present their argument. The children were able to not just get the one
girl’s marriage but also two other imminent ones postponed.”
It is no wonder to me why the children who cited the same reasons that we adults cite for child marriages
being wrong, were able to succeed in preventing them, where we failed. They were unshakable in their resolve
and had no concept of what was impossible, too big or complex...A fresh perspective led to a completely
different outcome.
Living in Pakistan, surrounded by the multi-layered and entrenched issues, I can’t help but feel defeated at
times. Through my work with children, I am constantly reminded that change begins with changing the way we
see things; and change exists not just if it happens on a grand scale, but through various avenues and small
persistent steps in the right direction.

“THEY WERE UNSHAKABLE IN THEIR RESOLVE AND HAD NO CONCEPT OF WHAT WAS IMPOSSIBLE, TOO BIG OR COMPLEX...”

“…THIS COUNTRY … TAUGHT ME TO BECOME STRONGER …THAT HARD
WORK IS REQUIRED IN ORDER TO ATTAIN SUCCESS, AND THAT IT DOES NOT
JUST COME TO YOU…AN EFFORT HAS TO BE MADE.”

A SMILE IS ALL IT TAKES
AVANTIKA YADWAD

Avantika is seventeen years old, silence to her is gold.
She loves to travel and experience new things. She has learned to accept the difficulties that life brings.
Her parents are her biggest inspiration. They simply do not get enough recognition.
She loves to write, to express her opinions on paper. Writing does not go out of fashion, it does not age.
She loves to laugh and spend time with friends and family.
To her, happiness has always been key.
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A SMILE IS ALL IT TAKES
I still remember that day, the very day I moved to the United States of America. It was a bittersweet moment,
leaving my hometown in the suburbs of Toronto to come to a new life in the small town of Chester Springs,
Pennsylvania. The move was for my dad’s new job. He had been living in the States for almost six months
when my mother, my sister, and I arrived.
It was time to start anew, I thought. Everything was going to be fine. Little did I realize then how much more
complicated it would be.		
			
Inside the airport, there was a lot of commotion. People all around were rushing to catch their international
flights. With luggage in their hands, they bumped into everyone on the way to their terminals. People were
pushing and shoving their way through, never apologizing, for they were so preoccupied with getting to their
destinations. I was glad when I saw the exit doors that led us away from all the commotion.
However, when I opened them, I did not see the picturesque view of Philadelphia I had hoped to. Instead, I only
saw big trucks, buses, and cars honking and zooming into the distance. My father wanted to cross the wide
road to where our taxi was supposed to be; however, once he began to walk, the city-folk started yelling at him
in their shrill voices to get off the road. They said he would be killed. But they didn’t say it in a concerned manner. Their tone was harsh and matter-of-fact.
I was starting to feel sick. School was going to begin the next day, and I was in no way prepared for the eighth
grade. This meant making new friends. And, I had heard that the academic curriculum in the United States
was more challenging than that in Canada. My stomach was turning as my mother walked me to the bus stop.
She was the only parent there, but I did not mind. Some kids at the bus stop were kind enough to say hello,
but others simply ignored my presence.					
Back in Markham, the suburb I used to live in, I recalled how welcoming everyone was. Whenever we had any
new students, everyone in their class was eager to welcome them into the school. People were willing to show
them around and help them with their homework. I missed these little gestures of kindness. They made all the
difference.

“IT WAS TIME TO START ANEW, I THOUGHT...LITTLE DID I REALIZE
THEN HOW MUCH MORE COMPLICATED IT WOULD BE.”

A SMILE IS ALL IT TAKES
Once I got to school, I could feel the sun’s summer rays fade away off my face as I was enveloped into the
poorly lit halls of my new school. I had become negative lately, as my expectations of this new country were far
from met. Being a shy child, I entered my homeroom quietly. My teacher – who was also my brilliant science
teacher – welcomed me with a bright smile that lit up the room like a bright candle does on a stormy afternoon. From then on, I knew that I shouldn’t lose hope. I knew that I should give America a chance. Once again,
it was the little smile that had made an immeasurable difference.
				
As the years went by, I made a decent amount of friends. Some were great company and others not so much,
but I was happier nevertheless. In high school, I joined many clubs to meet many wonderful people, while
giving back to the community at the same time. Despite what I had heard, I found that the academics in the
States are not terrible. I received many more opportunities to advance in math and science here than I ever
would have in Canada.
My hard work is acknowledged, and I am truly appreciative of that. The teachers in my school are always willing to give me a helping hand, and I have learned countless things from them.
Those living in this country have taught me to become stronger and have helped me come out of my shell.
They have taught me that hard work is required in order to attain success, and that it does not just come to
you. You do not get good grades by just praying for them, and you do not make new friends by just standing
around. An effort has to be made.
		
Every so often, I shed a few tears because I miss Markham, feeling as if I do not belong here. However, the
spirit of America always seems to draw me back. This country has made me stronger and wiser. It has given
me more opportunities than I could have ever imagined. It has made me realize that hard work is necessary
to achieve success. Although this learning experience has been a rollercoaster of wild emotions, along with a
few lows, there have been many highs, and ultimately, I am very grateful for having moved to the U.S. In fact, I
would not have it any other way.

“WHEN I OPENED [THE DOORS], I DID NOT SEE THE PICTURESQUE
VIEW OF PHILADELPHIA I HAD HOPED TO...I ONLY SAW BIG TRUCKS,
BUSES, AND CARS HONKING AND ZOOMING INTO THE DISTANCE.”
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“WORKING ON DHARAVI DIARY HAS MADE ME MORE PROACTIVE TOWARDS MYSELF AND THE WORLD AROUND ME. I NOW UNDERSTAND HOW
SMALL GESTURES CAN MEAN A LOT…IT HAS STRENGTHENED MY ZEAL
AND ENTHUSIASM FOR STORYTELLING.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH
NAWNEET RANJAN

Nawneet Ranjan is a director, writer and producer based in San Francisco. Dharavi Diary is his directorial debut as a documentary filmmaker. The purpose of his storytelling is to illustrate the magnitude and
vast range of interplay between nature’s character, human character and several shades in-between
and beyond. His ideas are inspired by paintings and books, and some find their roots in the depths of
his imagination. He finds listening and communicating with children as essential to his creative process. Read more about Nawneet and his work at www.nawneetranjan.com

IN DIALOGUE WITH

NAWNEET RANJAN

SS – Hi Nawneet, your documentary ‘Dharavi Diary’ is almost complete and ready to be released soon! What
are the things that you hope people will change the way they see, after watching this movie?
NR – We expect that the subject matter of Dharavi Diary will inspire activists to become advocates for the
people of Dharavi and similar slums throughout the world. The documentary questions the whole paradigm
of development which has become a ploy in the hands of a few affluent people. This documentary voices the
realm of hope, aspirations and strength of the community.
SS – What made you decide to do a film on this subject? How long has it been in production now?
NR – I lived in Mumbai, the financial capital of India, for seven years. Every day on my way to work, my cab
passed through Dharavi. Despite the slum’s poor conditions, I often saw smiles on the faces of its people. I
always felt that there was more to Dharavi’s story than just its distinction as Asia’s largest slum.
When I moved to San Francisco, the images of Dharavi’s people walking barefoot through large piles of waste
began to haunt me. Recently, Dharavi has become a hot spot for development and its people are already
being displaced. These issues inspired me to film this documentary called Dharavi Diary to examine the story
from the perspective of the slum’s residents.
We started the pre-production in June, 2011, started to shoot in mid-July and shot till early August, 2011. We
are doing the post-production since September, 2011.
SS –What about the three principal characters – Saif, Guddu and Laxmi? What was it about them that made
you pick these three people in particular?
NR – The choice of these three characters was based on the varied outlook they have towards themselves,
their community, life and the world outside.
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“WHEN I MOVED TO SAN FRANCISCO, THE IMAGES OF DHARAVI’S
PEOPLE WALKING BAREFOOT THROUGH LARGE PILES OF WASTE
BEGAN TO HAUNT ME.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH

NAWNEET RANJAN

Guddu, a mischievous 17 year-old kid, who works in different recycle workshops to support himself and his
family. He saves money to watch films at the local dvd theater and aspires to become an actor.
Saif, an initiator, a 16 year-old kid from the recycle community who aspires to join Indian Administrative Service to serve his community and the downtrodden.
Laxmi, an independent single mother in her early 30s, runs a plastic recycle workshop to support her family.
She works for her community which gives her zeal for her life and brings her lost childhood back. She wants
her daughter to become a doctor.
SS – It must have been hard for you to keep filming them as the characters go through the life changing
events of losing their homes and their jobs? Have you observed changes in their attitudes towards being
filmed?
NR – The filmmaking process was tough. Only a few days before our filming, the first phase of destroying of
homes was done by Mumbai Municipal Corporation. People were angry with the media. They were edgy as the
future survival of this whole recycle community was on the verge of getting lost in the urban maze of development. It took time to win the confidence of the community but after a few days they embraced us as part of
their community. They understood the goal of our storytelling.
SS – What about your childhood and growing up years? Did you always know you wanted to be a filmmaker?
What brought you to the US?
NR – I was born in a town named Muzaffarpur, India. Since childhood I enjoyed the performing arts and films.
As I grew older, my interest in films grew more after noticing its outreach and impact. This led my transition
for becoming a filmmaker. My decision to study films brought me to US.

“WE EXPECT THAT THE SUBJECT MATTER OF DHARAVI DIARY
WILL INSPIRE ACTIVISTS ...THIS DOCUMENTARY VOICES THE
REALM OF HOPE, ASPIRATIONS AND STRENGTH OF THE COMMUNITY.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH

NAWNEET RANJAN

SS – Nawneet, has this film changed you in any way? Are there some things that you see differently now?
NR – Working on Dharavi Diary has made me more proactive towards myself and the world around me. I now
understand how small gestures can mean a lot. The result is not immediate but the process has started. The
importance of the journey rather than just looking at the destination is more obvious now. It has strengthened
my zeal and enthusiasm for storytelling.
SS – What are your plans for the distribution of the movie? How do we get to see it?
NR – For “Dharavi Diary”, I have created a plan of action that will allow the film to meet the criteria for a
large festival release. Each festival has its own regulations, and my goal is to submit the film first to the most
restrictive festivals.
Some festivals have specific competition categories for student films or for first time directors, and this is a
niche worth exploring. There are also festivals made especially for films based on certain themes which will
help “Dharavi Diary,” as it deals with the Green & Community Initiatives.
After Dharavi Diary’s festival career is completed, I intend to explore ancillary markets, such as Netflix and
i-tunes. Another strategy will be to try to exhibit the product on television, in programs directed toward documentary films, such as Image Markers on KQED and PBS etc.
“Dharavi Diary” is made for the public and I am determined to provide the public with this experience.
SS – Good Luck with all your efforts and thanks for chatting with CC!
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“PEOPLE WERE ANGRY WITH THE MEDIA. THEY WERE EDGY AS
THE FUTURE SURVIVAL OF THIS WHOLE RECYCLE COMMUNITY
WAS ON THE VERGE OF GETTING LOST IN THE URBAN MAZE OF
DEVELOPMENT. IT TOOK TIME TO WIN [THEIR] CONFIDENCE.”
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